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Today will begin chilly, as sunshine gives way to more afternoon clouds. Tonight, a weak
disturbance will pass to our south likely keeping most of the snow there. However, we are close
enough where a brief snow shower cant be ruled out, particularly between 10PM - 3AM. Otherwise,
conditions remain cold through the week... Looking ahead to the Friday PM threat, the system will
struggle to get organized and just periods of light snow are a more likely scenario rather than a fullﬂedged storm. It certainly warrants monitoring, but we are favoring totals closer to an inch or two
rather than significant accumulations.

SNOW & ICE THREAT
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Tonight: Just a
20% risk of a
dusting from
flurries or brief
snow shower

Friday Night:
Monitoring a
larger storm, but
likely just results
in light snow
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COMMENTS

SHORT TERM FORECAST
TODAY

Morning sunshine gives way to more clouds late. Still very cold.
High around 20 | W winds increase to 10 - 15 mph, gusts to 20

TONIGHT

Mostly cloudy. A few flurries possible in the evening, with just an isolated snow
shower possible 10PM - 3AM.
Only 20% chance for a dusting
Low near 15 | WNW winds 5 - 12 mph

THURSDAY

Quickly turning mostly sunny and breezy.
High 24 - 28 | NW winds 15 - 25 mph, gusts to 30

THUR NIGHT

Partly cloudy.
Low 10 - 15

MEDIUM RANGE FORECAST
FRIDAY

Increasing clouds with light snow possible towards evening, and into the night.
Likely a salting or low-end plowable event
High 25 - 30

SATURDAY

Blustery with early clouds giving way to partial sunshine.
High near 30

SUNDAY

Sunny and a bit warmer.
Highs in the mid-30s

FORECASTER: Ken Elliott

